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In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content:

Reviewed by:

Deborah Stevenson, Editor
When the snow falls, Yukio yearns for a snowball fight, but all the other ninjas refuse for fear of Santa’s disapproval. Yukio therefore determines to “run Santa out of Ninja Village,” and while initially the ninjas successfully chase off the red-garbed intruder, they’re suddenly faced by a white-bearded samurai with an army of snowmen. A massive snowball fight ensues, the Samurai disappears unscathed, and Yukio returns to the house to find a pile of gifts and a note from “Samurai Santa”: “I hope you enjoyed the EPIC snowball fight. I made it just for you.” Don’t look for logic or historical validity here: this is about combining the popular juggernaut of ninjas with the ever-popular figure of Santa to create some kid-appealing mayhem, and it’s satisfyingly on-target there. The digital art employs a limited palette of black, rusty red, and slate blue, adding a retro touch to the solidly lined figures; it’s a sophisticated look that’s at times a bit dull compared to the story, but the array of black-clad kid ninjas cut a fine figure against the snow, and the army of snowmen manage to look like worthy opponents without being overtly frightening. The title is a clarion call to just the kids who will revel in this outing, and you’ll likely know exactly who they are, so confiscate their throwing stars and get reading.
they bring their own celebratory vigor, and they contrast effectively with creamy white backgrounds and gleaming white snow. There are a lot of kids in Rachell’s situation, and sharing this with them would be a mitzvah. DS


In a world of big fat fantasy trilogies, Philip Mordstone, a frowzy but award-winning middle-aged author who made his bones with the “Sensitive Dippy Boy genre” is in danger of dying a poor, forgotten man. His haute agent won’t hear of that, and she insists that he turn his attention to the genre he despises. Drowning in self-doubt, he takes a drunken ramble to the standing stones outside his village, where he slips into a trance and receives the first book all at once, leaving him no work except the typing. Unfortunately, the story comes complete with Pocket Wellfair, a coarse, demanding, and untrustworthy narrator from another dimension who intrudes not only on his prose but into his life with a Faustian ultimatum. Pocket’s book is an unprecedented success that outshines all of young adult publishing’s recent unprecedented successes, and now the pressure is really on poor Mordstone, who has no idea how to corral Pocket into writing the next installment. Pee sends up the entire young adult publishing enterprise in this funny, hopelessly irreverent parody. Utterly unencumbered with any commitment to political correctness or, indeed, sensitivities of any kind, this book, released in the UK in 2014, will be relished by American readers whose taste for stunning verbal finesse outweighs any tendency to outrage over carnal humor, cultural indelicacies, or lack of respect for the fantasy genre as such, making it a meaty feast for knowing teens who can laugh at what they love and hoot at naughty jokes they aren’t supposed to admit are funny. An angry edge of authorial disgustement over the state of publishing only serves to sharpen the wit as Pee literally and figuratively scours the shite of the fantasy genre while reminding readers of what artful literary language should sound like.  KC
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